OFF-DUTY U.S. COAST GUARD MEMBERS TO DRIVE CROSS
COUNTRY IN A GOLF CAR POWERED BY U.S. BATTERY
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charging algorithms that can
take as few as 25 cycles for the
batteries to reach their rated capacity.” The golf car that the GO
CARTS team is using requires
75 amps from eight standard
6-volt batteries. “The average
run time using standard batteries is 115 minutes, according
to the golf car’s manufacturer’s
speciﬁcations,” says Wehmeyer.
“With our US145 XC-2™ batteries, the run time will average
154 minutes!”
US Battery US145 XC-2TM
According to Wallace, the
& Delta-Q QuiQTM Industrial
reason for the greater run time
Battery Charger to power the
and quicker recharging is the
Cross Country Trip
XC-2™ formulation, as it greatly
improves the ability of the bat- nal resistance, by creating tiny
tery to accept a charge. “The for- and uniform tetrabasic crystals
mulation also lessens the inter- within the XC-2™ paste mate-
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rial,” he explains. “Another advantage to using our US145 XC2™ 6-volt, deep-cycle battery, is
that it has more space above the
plates, allowing for more electrolyte to be used. Extra electrolyte reduces the frequency with
which the GO CARTS team will
need to add water to the batteries, saving them both time and
money.”
For more information, contact U.S.Battery at 800-695-0945
or visit www.usbattery.com.
Carting for a Cause is a nonprofit organization dedicated
to raising awareness and
funds for the Wounded Warrior Project. For additional information and donations, visit
www.cartingforacause.org.
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